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Progress bar 

 

At the top of the order process we have a green progress bar. There are four different steps, from 
material data to order confirmation. This progress bar will help you to get through this order process. 
If you need to correct some information at a later stage, you should use this progress bar and not the 
browser back button. 

Cart step1: Material data 
Material overview 

 

Here you see all your materials with main information. 
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Color of item actions 
The color of the item action shows the state of it. 

Black arrow: there is no data maintained, yet. There is no mandatory field 

 Green arrow: there is some data maintained, but there is no mandatory field 

Orange: there are mandatory fields which needs to be maintained 

To see which data is maintained or which data is mandatory just click on the button. The given list contains the 
same color rules: 

-> End customer data is mandatory and needs to be maintained 

-> ESD head information is maintained 
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Maintain head information 
Different head information is necessary for different material types. For example: ESD Materials need head 
information, Licenses need different head information. 

Different to the other item actions, head information always belongs to the complete shopping cart. 

This means: if you have to maintain the same head information for more than one item, you just need to maintain 
it for one item and it will be assigned to the other items as well. 

Example: 

 

Both materials need “ESD head information”: 

 

When entering data for the first item… 

 

… the second material has the same data: 
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Maintain end customer data 
When opening “maintaining of end customer data” you see material information on the top and needed data on 
the bottom: 

 

1. View how many end customer data is already maintained with regard to selected quantity in 
shopping cart [already maintained/needed maintained in total] 

2. Here you have to enter the quantity you want to allocate this end customer data to. 
Within the label you see how much quantity is left to allocate 

3. In these fields, you have to enter the end customer data 
Depending on selected material you have to maintain different data. Some manufacturers need more 
information than other.  

4. Allocate the given end customer data to the quantity (entered in point 2) 
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Cart step2: Shipping data 
Here you maintain the delivery address, payment and shipping conditions and other fields according to delivery. 

Depending on your materials in shopping cart you will see more or less options to maintain. 
Example: if you order just ESD-Material you don’t need to maintain a delivery address. 

Delivery address 

 

When a new shopping cart is created, the default SAP-Delivery address is chosen automatically. 
When doing changes to this address it is no longer handled as SAP-Address but as self-defined address. 
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Payment and Shipping 

 

Here you have different options to choose for this order: 

- “own order reference”. According to materials in shopping cart, this field could be mandatory. 
- “preferred delivery date” can be chosen using the date picker. 
- “method of dispatch” 
- “payment condition” (will just appear if customer has more than one option) 
- “complete delivery” 
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Cart step3: Order overview 

 

Navigation  

 

The Navigation on the right side helps you  

- to navigate through your materials (by clicking on one entry)  
- to orientate when scrolling through the materials as the navigation shows you where you are 
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Head information 

 

On the top, you see the head information including the contact person (if maintained in SAP) 
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Material information 

  

Here you see all materials with all given information like 

- end customer data 
- head information 
- additional information 
- … 

The additional information are shown in “detailed view”. 
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Finalize order 

 

Depending on materials in shopping cart it is necessary to accept “Terms and Conditions” before ordering. 
Accept them and the button will change to “order”: 
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Cart step4: Order confirmation 

 
With “order details” you can see the complete order including head information, materials … 

Use ”back to webshop” to place new orders. 


